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ABSTRACT. In this article it is proved that most of the known sufficient con-

ditions for a subspace from Lat A to be hyperinvariant are in fact also sufficient

for this subspace to be invariant for all operators from Ad A.

Let A be an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space H and let A' be its com-

mutant. We write Lat A for the lattice of closed invariant subspaces of A, and

Hypy? for the subset of all hyperinvariant subspaces in hat A; i.e., all subspaces in

Lat A invariant for all operators from A'. For the weakly closed algebra A = A(A)

generated by a bounded operator A and the identity, Rosenthal [7] showed that

if M € Lat A is comparable to every point of Lat A, then M £ Hyp A A related

result due to Stampfli [8] says that if S is a countable subset of Lat A and if every

element of S is comparable to every element of Lat A\S, then 5 Ç Hyp A. Fillmore

[3] extended this result and proved that if M and N from Lat A are comparable to

every point of Lat A and the set {M, N} = {L £ Lat A: M Ç L Ç N} is countable,

then {M,N} ÇUypA.

In [1] Douglas and Pearcy initiated the study of topological properties of

Lat .4(A) considered as a metric space under the metric d(M,N) = \\Pm — Pn\\

where Pm and P/v denote the orthoprojections on M and N. They proved that

if M is an inaccessible point of Laty?, then M £ Hyp .4. In [2] they and Salinas

showed that if S is a totally disconnected, open subset of Lat A, then every subspace

in S is hyperinvariant. From this the results of Rosenthal, Fillmore, and Stampfli

follow immediately. In [2] a result of another kind was obtained which shows the

existence of a hyperinvariant subspace if Lati!(A) contains two proper subspaces

M c N such that every subspace in Lat A(A) is comparable with either M or N.

Murphy [6] proved that if M, N £ Hyp .4 and if L £ {M,N} lies in no disc in

{M,N}, then Le Hyp A.

In [4] for operator algebras A, the Lie algebras AdA = {B £ B(H): [B,A] =

BA - AB £ A for all A £ A} were considered and the triplets (A, Lat A, Ad A) were

investigated. Operators from AdA generate derivations on A. It is easy to see that

A and A' are Lie ideals in Ad>!. Although in many important cases (such as W*-

and CSL-algebras) AdA = A + A', very often Ad A is much larger than A + A' (see

[4, 5]).
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By L(A) we denote the set of all subspaces in Lat A invariant for all operators

from AdA. Obviously ¿(A) Ç Hyp A and every subspace in £(A) is invariant for

all operators in the algebra generated by Ad A.

In this article we investigate the sufficient conditions considered in [2, 3, 6, 7,

8] for a subspace or a set of subspaces from Lat A to belong to Hyp A. We prove

that these conditions are sufficient for them to belong to Z(A). In Theorems 9 and

10 we also obtain some additional sufficient conditions for a set of subspaces from

Lat A to belong to £(A). Theorem 11 shows that if S is an isolated subset of Lat A,

then the set S is invariant for Ad A.

Finally, I would like to thank the referee for the many helpful suggestions which

have helped me to improve the article.

1. Preliminary results. Let B(H) be the algebra of all bounded operators on

a Hubert space H. If A is a set of closed subspaces of H, then by Alg X we denote

the algebra of all operators in B(H) which leave every member of X invariant.

For a bounded operator A and for a subspace M, AM denotes the linear subspace

generated by {Ax: x £ M} and Ma denotes exp(A)M.

LEMMA l [1]. If M, N are subspaces in H and A,B£ B(H) are invertible,

thend(AM,BN)< \\A-B\\(\\A-1\\ + \\B-1\\) + d(M,N)(\\A-1\\\\B\\ + \\B-1\\\\A\\).

Let Dr denote the disc of radius r : Dr = {z £ C: |.z| < r}. A disc of radius r in

a topological space A is a subset of X homeomorphic to Dr. Also define Dr(M, A)

to be {MtA '■ \t\ < r}. Let a (A) denote the spectrum of the operator A.

LEMMA 2. Let A £ B(H), let M be a closed subspace of H and let r <

In2/2||A||. Then MtA is a closed subspace for any t £ C and either AM Ç M

or Dr(M,A) is homeomorphic to Dr.

PROOF. MtA is closed because exp(iA) is invertible for any t £ C. By Lemma

1, for t,z £ C

d(MtA,MzA)< ||exp(M)-exp(«A)|| (||exp(-íA)|| + || exp(-zA)||).

Therefore the mapping t —► MtA is continuous.

Suppose that MtA — Mza for some t,z £Dr. Put u = t — z. Then |u| < 2r and

Mua = M. Set B = exp(uA); then BM = M. Since ||uA|| < In 2,

<f M^ell^ll-Kl,
z—'     n!
n=i

and o(B) = exp(cr(itA)). Therefore |A - 1| < 1 for any A £ o(B) and

oo

(1) uA = lnB=^2(-l)n-1(B-I)n/n.

n=l

It follows from (1) that AM Ç M. Thus if M is not invariant for A, then t —► MtA

is a continuous and one-to-one mapping of Dr onto Dr(M, A). Since Dr is a compact

subset of C, Dr is homeomorphic to Dr(M, A) and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3 [4].  Let A,B£B(H).
(i) If A is invertible, then Aexp(Z?)A-1 =exp(AßA_1).

(ii) Let adB(A) = [B,A].  Then cxp(B)Aexp(-B) = exp(adZ?)(A).

IB -/I E
(uA)n
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LEMMA 4. (i) Let A be an operator algebra and let B £ AdA.

tion M £ Lat A —> Mb is a homeomorphism of Lat A onto itself.

(ii) Let X be a set of closed subspaces of H and let B £ B(H)

every M £ X and for every t £ C, then B £ Ad(AlgA).

PROOF. Let x £ M and A £ A. By Lemma 3,

y = exp(—B)Aexp(B)x — exp(- ad B)(A)x
cx>

k=0

Since B £ AdA, for every k the operator (adB)fc(A) belongs to A and therefore

every (ad B)k(A)x belongs to M. Since M is closed, y belongs to M. Therefore

Aexp(ß)a; = exp(B)y £ Mb,

so that Mb £ Lat A. Since exp(ß) is invertible, M —► Mb is a one-to-one mapping

of Lat A onto itself. It follows from Lemma 1 that the mapping is continuous and

the inverse mapping is also continuous, so that the mapping is a homeomorphism

and (i) is proved.

For every A £ AlgA, for every M £ X, and for every t £C,

exp(-tB)Aexp(tB)M = exp(-tB)AMtB Q exp(-tB)MtB = M,

since MtB € X. Therefore exp(-iß)Aexp(i/?) £ AlgA. AlgA is closed in the

norm topology. Hence

jt [exp(-tB)Aexp(tB)\ |t=0 = -\B,A] £ AlgA,

so that B £ Ad(Alg A), which completes the proof of the lemma.

2. Invariant and discrete subsets in Lat A. We say that a subset A of Lat A

is invariant for Ad A if for every M £ X and for every B £ AdA, we have that

MB£X.

From Lemma 4 we immediately obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 5 [4]. If X is a subset of hat A invariant for Ad A, then AdA Q
Ad(AlgA). In particular Ad A Ç Ad(AlgLatü).

THEOREM 6. Let M,N £ L(A) and let M C N. If L £ {M,N} lies in no disc
in {M,N}, then L £ £(A).

PROOF. For any L £ {M, N} and for B £ AdA, LD £ Lat A and

M = MB Ç Lb Ç NB = N.

Therefore {M, N} is invariant for Ad A, so that Dr(L, B) Ç {M, N} for any positive

r. If L lies in no disc in {M,N}, then it follows from Lemma 2 that BL Ç L for

any B £ Ad A and the theorem is proved.

We say that a point L £ {M, N} is inaccessible in {M, N} if its path-component

in {M, N} is just {L}.

The transforma-

IfMtB£X for
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COROLLARY 7. Let M and N belong to jß(A) and let M £ N. If L is isolated or
inaccessible in {M, N}, then L £ Z(A). In particular, if L is isolated or inaccessible

in hat A, then L £ C(A).

REMARK. In [1] it was proved that L £ Hyp A It follows from Corollary 7 that

in fact L belongs to Z(A).

THEOREM 8. Suppose that S is a discrete subset of Lat A such that the or-

thoprojection on every subspace in S commutes with the orthoprojection on each

subspace in the complement of S.  Then every subspace in S belongs to Z(A).

PROOF. If M and N are two subspaces of // such that Pm commutes with

PN, then d(M,N) = 1. Thus d(M,N) = 1 for every M in S and every N in

the complement of S. Since S is discrete, every subspace in S is isolated and the

desired conclusion follows from Corollary 7.

REMARK. In [2, 3, 7, 8] it was proved that S Ç Hyp.4. From Theorem 8 it

follows that in fact S Ç Z(A).

The condition on S can be made even weaker than in Theorem 8. Let Pm be

the orthoprojection on a subspace M and let Qm be the projection on M along a

subspace L. it is easy to see that

(2) QmPm = Pm     and     PmQm - Qm-

THEOREM 9. Suppose that S is a discrete subset in hat A. If for every M in

S there exists a projection Qm such that every N £ Lat^S is invariant for Qm,

then S Ç Z(A).

PROOF. Let Qm be the projection on M G S which satisfies the condition of

the theorem and let B £ Ad A. By Lemma 1

d(MtB,M)<\\exp(tB)-I\\ (||exp(-iß)|| + l)

[) <(ell*B||_1)(e||tB||+1)i

Since S is discrete, there exists a positive r such that MtB & S\M for all |i| < r. By

Lemma 4(i), MtB G Lat A and therefore Mtfl G (Lat A\S) U M. Hence QmMb Q

MtB- From this it follows that for every x £ M

x(t) = exp(—tB)QM exp(tB)x £ M.

Differentiating at t = 0 and taking into account that M is closed, we obtain

= [Qm,S]zgM,
t=o

so that M is invariant for [Qm,B]. Let Pm be the orthoprojection on M. Then

Pm[Qm,B]Pm = [Qm,B]Pm. Using (2) we obtain

PmIQm, B]Pm = PmQmBPm - PmBQmPm = QMBPM - PMBPM,

[Qm,B]Pm = QmBPm — BQmPm = QmBPm - BPM-

Therefore PmBPm = BPm, so that M £ Z(A). The theorem is proved.

Combining Theorems 5 and 9 we obtain the following general theorem.

dx(t)

dt
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THEOREM 10. Let X be a subset in hat A invariant for AdA and let S be a

discrete subset in X such that for every M £ S there exists a projection Qm on M

such that every N £ X\S is invariant for Qm-  Then S C Z(A).

PROOF. Let S = AlgA. Then Lat S = A and, by Theorem 9, every M in S is

invariant for Adfl. By Theorem 5, AdA Ç Ad S, which completes the proof.

Now we shall consider a sufficient metric condition for a subset of Lat A to be

invariant for AdA.

THEOREM 11. Let S be a subset of Lat A and let m = inf {d(M, N): M £

S,N £ Lat A\S}. //m / 0, then S is invariant for AdA.

PROOF. Let B£AdA. By (3),

d(MtB,M) < (e2ll'ßll - l)

and we can choose a positive r such that d(MtB,M) < m/2 for all |£| < r and for

all M £ S. From this it follows that MtB G S. For any complex A, choosing an

integer n so that |A/n| < r we obtain

Mxb = exp(XB)M = exp(XB/n) ■ ■ ■ exp(XB/n)M £ S.

Since A and B are arbitrary, this completes the proof.

Let H be an open subset of Lat A and let T be an arcwise connected component

of Lat A. Set

T =     p|    M     and     K =     \J    M.
Aiennr A/ennr

In [2, Theorem 2.2] it was proved that T and K belonged to Hyp./?. Repeating,

essentially the same argument as in [2], we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 12.   T and K belong to Z(A).

PROOF. In [2] it was shown that it is sufficient to prove that

BT CM     and     BM Ç K

for every MêOîIT and for every B £ AdA. Since Í2 is open, repeating the

same argument as in Theorem 11, we obtain that there exists a positive r such that

MtB G Hnr for all |£| < r. Let x £ T. Then x £ f],t,<r MtB- Therefore for |A| < r

x(X) = exp(XB)x £  f) M(t+X)B Ç M.
\t\<r

Differentiating x(X) at A = 0 and taking into account that M is closed, we obtain

that Bx £ M. Therefore BT CM.

If x £ M, then x(t) = exp(tB)x £ M%b Q K for all |i| < r. Since K is closed,

differentiating x(t) at t = 0, we obtain that Bx £ K which completes the proof.

Repeating the argument of [2, Theorem 3.1] and using Theorem 12 we immedi-

ately obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 13. Let A be an operator algebra, and suppose that there exist two

nonzero proper subspaces M and N in Lat A such that M C N and such that
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every subspace in hat A is comparable with either M or N.  Then Z(A) contains a

nontrivial subspace.

THEOREM 14. Let Qm G AdA be the projection on a subspace M along a

subspace L. If there exists a subspace N in Lat A complementary to M, then L

belongs to Lat¿?. //, in addition, N belongs to Z(A), then L £ Z(A).

PROOF. If the orthoprojection Pm on a subspace M belongs to A', then M and

M1 belong to Lat A. If the projection Qm on M along a subspace L belongs to A',

then it is obvious that M and L belong to Lat A. Suppose now that the projection

Qm G Ad A. It is easy to see that there exists a bounded operator T from M1- into

M such that QM = (^). Let A = (Ai3) £ A for 1 < i,j < 2. Then [QM,A] and
[Qm, [Qm, A}} belong to A and it is easy to check that

Ai = [Qm,A] + [Qm, [Qm,A\] = (°   B¿2 ) G A,

where B12 = 2(A12 + TA22 - AUT - TA21T).

Assume now that there exists a subspace N £ Lat A complementary to M, that

is, M+N = H. It is easy to show that there exists a bounded operator S from M1-

into M such that N = {(syw) :y£MjL}. Then A, A Ç N, so that (BQ2y) £ N for

all y £ M1-. Therefore

(4) B12 = 2(A12 + TA22 - AnT - TA21T) = 0.

The projection / — Qm = ( q ~T ) belongs to Ad A and is the projection on

the subspace L = {(~^y) '■ y £ M-1} along M. For every A £ A and for every

z = (~yV) £ L, we have that Az = (x), where y\ = (A22 — A2iT)y and x =

(A12 - AnT)y. It follows from (4) that x = -Tyi, so that L £ hat A. If A G
Z(A), then considering A from Ad A and using the same argument, we obtain that

L £ Z(A) which completes the proof.

COROLLARY 15. Let an orthoprojection Pm on M belong to AdA. If there

exists a reducing subspace N in Lat A such that M and N are complementary

(d(M,N±) < 1), then M is a reducing subspace in Lat^î.

PROOF. By Theorem 14, M1 £ Laty?. Since A is a reducing subspace in

Lat A, N and N1- belong to Lat A. In [1] it was proved that M and N are comple-

mentary if

d(M,N±)^\\PM+PN-I\\<l.

We have that PM± = / - Pm £ Ad A and that

d(M±,N) = ||/ -Pm-Pn\\= d(M, Nx) < 1,

so that M1- and N1- are also complementary. From Theorem 14 it follows that M

belongs to Lat A, so that M is a reducing subspace in Lat A.
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